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1. D. Archdeacon, F. Sagols: Nesting points in the sphere. (B17)
2. B. Brešar: The direct expansion of graphs. (S03)
3. R. Brewster, P. Hell: Homomorphisms to powers of digraphs. (S04)
4. M. Deza, M. Shtogrin: Isometric embeddings of mosaics into cubic lattices. (S10)
5. H. Enomoto, K. Ohba, K. Ota, J. Sakamoto: Choice number of some complete multipartite graphs. (B15)
7. H. Fleischner: Bipartizing matchings and Sabidussi’s compatibility conjecture. (B16)
8. A. Gutiérrez, A.S. Lladó: Regular packings of regular graphs. (B06)
9. J. Harant, Z. Ryjáček, I. Schiermeyer: Forbidden subgraphs implying the MIN-algorithm gives a maximum independent set. (S12)
10. H. Harborth: Special numbers of crossings for complete graphs. (S08)
11. F. Havet, J. Žerovnik: Finding a five bicolouring of a triangle-free subgraph of the triangular lattice. (B08)
12. M. Hirasaka, M. Muzychuk: Association schemes generated by a non-symmetric relation of valency two. (D09)
13. M. Hladnik, D. Marušič, T. Pisanski: Cyclic Haar graphs. (S13)
14. K.T. Huber, V. Moulton: The relation graph. (S05)
15. R. Jajcay, J. Širan: Skew-morphisms of regular Cayley maps. (D01)
16. A. Jurišić, J. Koolen: Krein parameters and antipodal tight graphs with diameter 3 and 4. (D15)
17. V.V. Kabanov, A.A. Makhnev: On graphs without 3-claws. (D06)

18. R.B. King: Novel highly symmetrical trivalent graphs which lead to negative curvature carbon and bovon nitrie chemical structures. (D10)

19. S. Kitakubo, S. Negami: Re-embedding structures of $S$-connected projective planar graphs. (B04)

20. S. Klavžar, A. Lipovec, M. Petkovšek: On subgraphs of Cartesian product graphs. (D03)

21. M. Kobeissi, M. Mollard: Spanning graphs of hypercubes: starlike and double starlike trees. (S06)

22. A. Kotlov: Matchings and Hadwiger’s conjecture. (B14)

23. O. Kovářík, M. Mulač, Ryjáček: A note on degree conditions for hamiltonicity in 2-connected claw-free graphs.


25. C.H.C. Little, F. Rendl, I. Fischer: Towards a characterisation of Pfaffian near bipartite graphs. (B02)

26. A. Malnič: Action graphs and coverings. (D16)

27. J. Mariniček, B. Mohar: On approximating the maximum diameter ratio of graphs. (S17)

28. D. Marušić, P. Potočnik: Classifying 2-arc-transitive graphs of order a product of two primes. (S18)

29. B. Mohar: Coloring Eulerian triangulations of the projective plane. (S16)

30. A. Nakamoto, S. Negami: Generating triangulations on closed surfaces with minimum degree at least 4. (B05)

31. M. Petkovšek: Letter graphs and well-quasi-order by induced subgraphs. (S15)

32. L. Petingi, J. Rodrigues: A new technique for the characterization of graphs with a maximum number of spanning trees. (B07)

33. T. Pisanski, T.W. Tucker, B. Zgrablić: Strongly adjacency-transitive graphs and uniquely shift-transitive graphs. (D14)

34. N. Polat: On isometric subgraphs of infinite bridged graphs and geodesic convexity. (S11)

35. P. Potočnik: On 2-arc-transitive Cayley graphs of abelian groups. (D13)

36. M. Razpet: A self-similarity structure generated by king’s walk. (D04)
37. M. Šajna: On decomposing $K_n - I$ into cycles of a fixed odd length. (B18)

38. B. Servatius, H. Servatius: A polynomial time algorithm for determining zero Euler-Petrie genus of an Eulerian graph. (B12)

39. T. Slivnik: The exact isoperimetric inequality for ternary and quaternary cubes. (B00)

40. C. Tardif, X. Zhu: The level of nonmultiplicativity of graphs. (S09)

41. M. Voigt, H. Walther: Polyhedral graphs with restricted number of faces of the same type. (B03)

42. A.T. White: Modelling finite geometries on surfaces. (B10)

43. B. Zgrablić: On quasiabelian Cayley graphs and graphical doubly regular representations. (D12)

44. S. Zhou: Skew-morphisms of regular Cayley maps. (D01)

45. A. Žitnik: Plane graphs with Eulerian Petrie walks. (B01)

46. B. Zmazek, J. Žerovnik: Unique square property and fundamental factorizations of graph bundles. (S02)